Introduction
where A is a function on the n-dimensional manifold M and rv is the Ricci tensor of Gauduchon's metric g (see [13] 
-tensor by h = g -w2 -19~. Now h(wfl,X) = g(w#,X) -w(X) = 0 and h(Iwtf,X)
= g(lwfl, X) + O(X) = 0, so h is a non-degenerate metric on 3t. Also, h is preserved by the vector fields wfl and Iwfl, since these vector fields are Killing,
and similarly for Iwfi. Thus h descends to a Hermitian metric on N = M/E. Furthermore the fundamental 2-form II, of N pulls-back to Q = OI+ w AB and d\-I = w A 01 -w r\dO which is zero on Z, so $ is closed and N is Kahler.
We claim that g is just d0. Firstly, d0 is horizontal, since if X is either wfl or Iwfl
Now for any Y E ti,
w(DYY)=w(VYY)+~(~~Y)= -(Vyg>(wn,Y>t~g(KY), so dB(X,IX) = +(X,X) -fh(IX,IX) = !J(X,IX).
To show h is Einstein at regular points we work on an small open set U of A4 for which the quotient P of U by the action generated by wfl is a manifold. Then U is a flat bundle over P and the bundle P over N has curvature d0 = *I. Now U has one-dimensional totally geodesic fibres and the Weyl form w has unit length so the Einstein-Weyl equations [13] give
where gp = h + o2 is the induced metric on P and rp is its Ricci curvature. The simplest example of this construction is obtained by taking A4 = 5" x S2+l regarded as a quotient of C'"\(O) modulo the action of Z generated by o H 2~. This gives il4 a HermitianEinstein-Weyl structure which is not conformally Einstein (globally). The vector field w# is a generator for the trivial circle bundle over P = S27L-1 and the quotient N = M/l: is complex projective space CP(n-1) with its Fubini-Study metric. Further examples will be found in the sections below.
Remarks.
(1) Note that the above proof also shows that the symmetrised Ricci tensor of the Einstein-Weyl structure is necessarily zero, so the local Kahler metrics are Ricciflat. This is a special case of a result of Gauduchon [8] . This would not have been apparent if we had proved the above result by using a Kahler quotient construction on the universal cover of A4 together with results of Futaki [6] , however this second approach will be useful later in the hyperHermitian case. (2) If the leaves of f are diffeomorphic and closed, then we will say that M is regular. We will call A4 strongly regular if A4 is regular and the orbits of wfl are closed. Examples of regular Hermitian-Einstein-Weyl spaces which &re not strongly regular are obtained by taking the quotient of C" \ (0) by the action of Z generated by u2einaw, where cr is irrational. Similarly, non-regular HermitianEinstein-Weyl spaces may be obtained by dividing @" \{O} by the action of Z generated by v = (vr, . . . , or) H 2(e inalur,...,eirNrur), where @" = C'"1 $...$Cnr , r > 1, and the 'pi are distinct real numbers with at least two of them linearly independent over Q. is not free, in general, and so N = M/E is an orbifold.
Inverse construction
In this section, we relate compact strongly regular Hermitian-Einstein-Weyl structures on a manifold of dimension at least six, to the following metric: Let K: be the U(n)-representation A"@", where P is the standard U(n) module, then the canonical bundle is 1C = F x~(~~) K. On F x K, let z be the projection onto the second factor. Omitting pull-back signs, for A E U(71) we have R>( = A'( and R>dz = (det A)-ldz.
D fi e ne Q to be dz -zw-and let r2 = ZZ. Then do = -a AW_ -zdw_, but dw-is the curvature of the canonical bundle and N is Kahler-Einstein, so dw-= Xct~( for some constant X which is a positive multiple of the scalar curvature. As in [IS] , putting g = f(r2) Re(o ~9 Cr t ,!LT~<~@ 0,
= f(T')(cY A ii! + /LT2&i 0
defines a metric and a non-degenerate 2-form on K\O whenever p is a positive constant and any metric satisfying the hypotheses of the proposition must have this form. Now g and v define an almost complex structure I. As in [13] , the condition that 1 be integrable is that the curvature dw-has no (0,2)-component, which is automatic in this case since dw_ = Act A C is of type (1,l) . Th e condition that v be closed reduces for some constant c which we may take to be 1.
To decide when the metric is Ricci-flat we use the Einstein-Weyl equations for a Riemannian submersion in [13] to find when the symmetrised Ricci tensor of the Einstein-Weyl structure, defined by g and its Riemannian connection, is zero. To obtain a Riemannian submersion consider g = g/(p rsx/LL ). The metric connection of g is now regarded as a Weyl connection and Note that this metric is a degenerate case of a family of Ricci-flat metrics constructed by Calabi [5] ( see also [4] ). Also note that one may avoid the local computation for div & by retaining this term in the computations ancl then observing that the quotient of the canonical bundle by the fibrewise action of Z is a compact Hermitian-Einstein-Weyl manifold and so, by Proposition 3.2, must be Ricci-flat. Proof.
It only remains to prove the converse as we have already seen that M is a flat circle bundle over P, which in turn is a circle bundle over a Kahler-Einstein manifold N of positive scalar curvature and the curvature of P is proportional to the Kahler form of N.
M -
P \NJ
Now by a result of Kobayashi [lo] , N is simply connected and P must be the circle bundle associated to some rational power of the canonical bundle. Also ,1(P) is finite, since P carries an Einstein metric of positive scalar curvature, and passing to its universal cover we may assmne that it is simply connected and that M is the trivial circle bundle over P. In this case the universal cover of M is L \ 0 where L is a maximal root of the canonical bundle. Let g be a representative of the conformal class of M in which the l-form w is parallel. Then on L \ 0, w = df and jr = e-fg is a Ricci-flat Kahler metric. Also Note that the inverse construction can be used to produce regular HermitianEinstein-Weyl structures which are not strongly regular by using a twisted Z-action as in the Remark 2 of Section 3. (2) blown-up at between 3 and 8 points in general position (see [16, 17] ).
HyperHermitian-Weyl manifolds
Recall that a manifold is hypercomplex if it admits three complex structures I, J
and Ii' such that I2 = J2 = -1 and Proof. Let g be a representative of the conformal class for which d*w = 0. We have already shown that locally there is another representative 3 which is quaternionic Kahler. Now ?7wn = Dwn = Vwfl + a(wfl) = -3 Id.
Let X be the vector field -2wfi, then $7x = Id. If {1,J, Ir'} is a local basis of 6 let 2, be the distribution spanned by X, IX, JX and Ir'X. Note that this is a well-defined distribution on the whole of A4. Define local l-forms cr, /3, y as before, then Thus 2) is integrable and the integral manifolds are totally geodesic. Since V is an W-submodule of TM, a result of Marchiafava [ll] implies that the restriction of jl to 2, is a self-dual Einstein metric. 0
The equation e7w = -i Id shows that locally we may find a function f such that the quaternionic KBhler metric satisfies ij = +df.
We will call such an f a quaternionic Kiihler potential in analogy with the hyperKahler case. This should be regarded as a type of moment map not for a group action but for the foliation generated by IX, JX and Ir'X.
